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PROJECT DATA
?lease answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
ised and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the CommÌttee ¡n advance.

Prolect Use(s) Retail, Office, Residential

Proiect size 28.000 sq. ft. Total Development cost$ 4 million

Annual Operatinq Budget (if appropriate) N/A

Date lnit¡ated 01/2008 percent Completed by December 1, 201 0 l OOo

Proiect Completion Date (if appropriate) 06/2010

Attach, if vou wish, a list of relevant proiect dates

Application submitted by:

¡ ¡¿¡¡s East

Owner 11th Street Neighborhood Partners

Address 1111 East 11th Street Austin, Texas78702

mail

Perspective Sheets:

Organization

bcarc.com ber (for noti

Telephone/e-mail

Public Agencies

Architect/Designer Fred Hubnik fred@bcarc.com

Developer Michael Casias esperanzadev@gmail.com

Professional Consu ltant

Name

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for tJrban Excellence. (Check all that apply).
E Direct Mailing -E Magazine Announcement E Previous Selection Committee member 'E 

Other (please specify)E Professional E Previous RBA entrant E Online Notice
Organization El Bruner/Loeb Forum

t
fhe undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to
post on the Bruner Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to
submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.
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PROJECT AT-A-CLANCE
.lease answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not

.used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to whicl-r it responds, and the length of each
answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

NorE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee in advance.

Address 1200 East 11th St. C¡tv¡Sta1"g¡p Austin, Texas 78702

1. Cive a brief overview of the project.

Located in the Revitalization District of East 11th Street, this Vertical Mixed Use project will become a unique focal
point in a quickly growing neighborhood. The project includes '11 retail stores anà oifices, 20 residential
condominiums, and roof top decks accessible by all residents. The unique solar screen on the south and west
facades is just one of the many aspects of the design that contributes tó the 3-Star Green Building Rating.

The Ea able change since 2001. Once a largely ignoredportion etail shops, restaurants, offices, and'cúltùral groups.
Block 1 c and creative environment for its residents.combin esidential units on the upper floors. On the fourth floor are
two green roofs; each with a wonderful view into downtown.

mic ways. The entire ground level is full
entire building floating on cubes of
the site is under a long span steel
south and west facades are shielded

>en which double as a shading device and guardrails for

. 
the residential balconies.

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the
urban environment; ¡nnovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban
issues; design quality.)

East Village is one of the first steps taken to revitalize a once neglected neighborhood to the east of downtown
Austin, Texas. With the cooperation of the Revitalization Authority, Ezperanla Development, and Bercy Chen Studio,
East. 11th St. has undergone a gradualchange from a once neglected historicalareato a lively and célebrateo
culturalarea. East 11 harborsa_varietyof restaurants including the historic victorygrill, an icon-of jazz music and
southern food since 1945, and Blue Dahlia, a European style bistro located acroés-from victory gríll. Adjacent to
Block 19 DiverseArts hosts Kenny Dorham's Backyard, an outdoor music venue celebrating the-culture of jazz music
through the Austin Jazz and Arts Fest along with many other yearly festivals.

Block 19 is I puzzle.that is currently being arranged on the East 11th corridor. East Village
is designed of gated communities develoþing across the United States; with it's green
roof access unal gardens surrounding the blóck, East Village welcomes the entiócommunity ather in communal bliss.
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PROJECT DESCRTPTTON
Þlease answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
'used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each
answer should be Iimited to the area provided on the original form.

1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project?

The project aims at bringing a community together through the use of cultural events, such as art galleries,
community gardens, and two public rooftop gardens. Eaõt Vitlage was designed as an open commlunity wiih retail
and office spaces occupying the first level and residences on thie upper thrõe stories. Tl-re idea is to have a
community live, work, and play in an peaceful, inviting environmeni. There were indeed a few trade-offs that were
encountered during the completion of the project. East Village went into construction in the midst of the economic
downturn. As a result, lack of funds hindered. the completion of the communal and rooftop garoens; many
decisions had to be made on finishes as well as materials. Every attempt not to sacrifice thê gardens aná
communal aspects of the project has been made and it resulted in the þlanting of trees and végetation around the
site and on the roof. Although.!f.e Oro¡ect still brings the community together tñrough a variety õf events, funding
for the gardens is crucial to fulfill the full intentions of East Villaqe.

2. Briefly describe the project's urban context. How has the project impacted the local community? Who does the project serve? How
many people are served by the project?

East Village was developed in the heart of the East End Historic District, a historically African American
neighborhood with roots dating back to the early 20th century. lt is located a few bloóks to the east of downtown
Austin and is bordered on.the north by small single family households. East Village along with other recent
developments in the. area have brought a once neglected neighborhood back to i¡fe. On Ihe fourth Thursday of
every month these developments host a variety of events including food, arts and entertainment. Although
reluctant at first, the community has accepted the developments añd embedded them into the cultural riðhness of
the area.



PROJ ECT DESCRI PTION (coNlD)

3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate.

The development of East Village was successful in part due to its participation in the Smart Housing program of
the city of Aus-tin during the early development of the project. Through tl'ris program the city of Austñ waiíed all
development fees in exchange for a more pedestrian friendly and dènser d'eve-lopment.

Aside from the Smart Housing Program, East Village also participated in the Green Building program where it
received 3 out of 4 stars for its green features.

Finally the project meets the city requirements of providing a minimum of 2}o/o affordable housing.

4. Describethefinancingoftheproject.Pleaseincludeall fundingsourcesandsquarefootcostswhereapplicable.

The project was financed by a variety of sources including a construction loan provided by Wachovia, public and
private loans provided by the city of Austin and a variety of private investors.

5. ls the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? ls the model adaptable to other urban settings?

East Village is_a pioneer in many aspects of its desìgn. While most of the country is celebrating closed and gated
communities East Village celebrates the the idea of a community open to all. Thê design of thð building
incorporates modest materials in creative and dynamic ways; instead of the typical briõk or stucco facade East
Village displays a vibrant multi-panelled facade serving as a shading device fôr the residential condos. lnstead of
relying on expensiv",Jt¡g! maintenance green 'gadgets', East Village showcases the architects'incorporation of
sustainability into the fundamentals of the building.

East Village is an example of what urban communities should be working towards, a sustainable environment
where the public, including residents and workers, can come together to-enjoy a space regardless of time or type
of activity.

)
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ARCHITECT OR DESICNER PERSPECTIVE

ì'lease answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
tsed and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other servrces.

Fred Hubnik

Address 11'11 East 1'lth Street Suite 200 Citv/State/Zlp Austin, TexasTBTOz

512 ¡ 476-7664 fred@bcarc.com

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc.

ways. The entire ground level is full
re building floating on cubes of
site is under a long span steel truss

h doubre as a shadins 
"[y#i;:i1""ìåå:ii1îÀ3 

rrom the

residential balconies.

lnstead of relying on exp€nsive, high maintenance green 'gadgets', Block 19 showcases the architects'incorporation
of susta¡nability into the fundamentals of the building. ln addition to the steel sunscreen, features such as insulateo

\ !o*-F glazing, recycled and recyclable materials, no VOC paint, R-19 insulated walls, R-30 insulated roof, passive/ insect control, construction.yvasJe recycling, and low impact native landscaping all work together to make th'e East
Village Lofts a healthy building for the residents and the community.

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design.

Located in the Revitalization District of East 11th Street, this Vertical Mixed Use project will become unique focal point
in a quickly growing neighborhood. The project includes 11 retail stores and offiies,-20 residentialcondominiums, ano
roof top decks accessible by all residents. The unique solar screen on the south and west facades is iust one of the
many aspects of the design that contributes to the 3-star Green Building Rating.

has seen considerable change since 2001. ion
y different retail shops, restaurants, offices, g
a dynamic and creative environment for its
dential units on the upper floors. On the fou ;



ARCHITECT OR DESICNER PERSPECTIVE rcoN.o,
'ì. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project.

Due to the changes and growth along 11th Street and the surrounding
a.rea9, many long time residents have seen their homes change
significantly. One of the major disadvantages of such quick grówth is
increased property taxes for the lower income residents and even
displacement of_transitory residents housed in ex¡sting multi{amily
developments. One of the major challenges to the success of the East
Village was its connection with current residents. To help curb the
displacement of current residents, 20o/o o'nthe residential units at the
development qualified for Low lncome Housing incentives from the City
of Austin. ln addition, the developer only courted small local
businesses for the retail and office functions.

Another drawback of developing in an area that until recently was
considered a "blighted" area is the lack of accurate historical data

WAS

¡ low and based
ily homes,
this
'rom the bank.

thus driving down the construction cost. Very few features of the
building had to be cut. But, the design team had to find innovative
ways to reduce costs such as switching to driven piles instead of
concrete piers, and adding diagonal braces to reduce steel costs by
almost $200,000.

4. Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context.

The building has many design features that act to bring the
residents' focus onto the surrounding neighborhood and highlight its
strengths. The roof features two roof top gardens. One is aõceésib¡e
to all residents of the building and features views towards downtown,
The University of Texas, and the historic Texas State Cemetery. ln
addition to the roof access, each residential unit was designed to
focus the windows on unique aspects of the neighborhood such the
historic Moon Tower and multiple churches surrounding the building.
Rather than build another gated and secured complex, the developer
sought to create an open environment that welcomes the building's
neighbors rather than locking them out. The ground floor's retail
shops feature glass walls on two sides, creating a visual openness.
The parking lot is not gated, but instead surrounded by vegetation and
paths that encourage movement through the site.
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DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE

.lease answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are nor
ised and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to be filled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which did.

¡ddress 1111 East 11th St. c¡ty/state/zlp Austin, Texas 78702

Fax ( ) E-rril ra""i".@r".aot
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permrssrons.

Sisnatu¡e 44'¿L- s¿rc 12110/10

1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement.
My company played the role of developer and part owner of the development, My involvement ranged from owner and
developer to community participant, res¡dent, and representative. As a current resident of the neigñborhood I was a
representative ald mediator of both sides. Through my involvement in community discussions an¡ involvement I was
able to bring a different perspective to each side of the argument. Although the cómmunity sought more interest in the
11th street corridor, there we.re varying op¡nions on what the interest should be. Along with my my colleagues I

presented a proposal for revitalizing the corridor through the construction of a few distinguishing êtructurés, including
East Village.

2.whar trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project?

There were many trade-offs and as a developer there are many risks involved as well, but the most compelling trade-off
is the achievement of an innovative design in an area that economically could not support something modern ór
expressive. There were many reductions in cost, materials and finishes had to be reconsidered manv times but the
outcome provided aesthetics on a very limited budget.

Neighborhoods always put too much emphasis on height. The market should dictate what the height should be limited
to, for this development we were limited to four stories which calls for a complicated and expensivê project. We had to
re-work many detail in order to meet our budget without sacrlf¡cing quallty.

The last trade off was the long process and timeline of the project. We tried to satisfy the entire community as well as the
investors and donors of the project which called for many meetings on intent and aesthetics. lt wasn't untii everyone was
satisfied that we were able to break ground and officially begin construction.



DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE rcoNlo,

l. How was the project financed? what, if any, innovative means of financing were used?

While dern rically known section of town, neighbors immediately accepted the idea
and it mmu beginning. The project was built on a piece of land where nothingexiste it wa field of dead grass. The project creatèd 20 new homes and 10 newoffice by s

Environmentally, East Village was built as a sustainable project. lt achieved 3 out of 4 green star ratings and uses
innovative materials and systems. lt is located within walking distance of downtown Auét¡n, Lake Austin and a variety of
different museums therefore it promotes forms of transportation other than the vehicle.

The most successful aspect of the project if the joining of the community for a good purpose. The project was the fourth
of a series of plojects along the corridor. Because the developers were residents of the community, ttiey were supported
by the historically African American community while others were shunned away. The community has nôt been so
together like it is today. The encouraged participation during the planning process and the contiríued support throughout
the developments helped gain acceptance and the results of all the work ¡s seen in the spaces being oiiupied by ãll.

/
4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the project?

The project was funded creatively. There were many different sources including private funds, donations, grants,
waivers and loans. Once presented with the project, the community came together and donated funds forlhe
completion of their corridor. This in turn attracted investors who were willing to negotiate the project. Once the land was
secured from the city at a good affordable price we were able to get loan from some lenders iorine completion of the
project.
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OTH ER PERSPECTIVE
:'lease answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. lf the forms are not
úsed and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to whith it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.

Address 1111 East 11th St. Suite 200 1u77¡p Austin, Texas 78702

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose wtlatsogver, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application a{Í *lÇttached materials and to grant these rights angþermissions.

12t10t10

1 . What role-did you play in the development of this

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible.

The project has revitalized an urban corridor in Austin, Texas that had previously been neglected for many years. The
addition of East Village as well as a few other developments have made the corridor morã pedestrian frieiróly. East
Village supports locally owned businesses like Purple Bean, a small and locally owned fooèl trailer that residás on the
East Village site, while. providing public spaces used by the entire community. Êast Village has also added a 2Oo/o of
affordable housing to the corridor in order to reduce the effects of gentrification.

)

Design Principal.



OTH ER PERSPECTIVE rcoN',o,

|. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them?
' One of the greatest trade-offs during the development of the project was the value engineering of the project. By

cost of construction by changing le structure from steel to a com-binatioriot steel'an-d balloon
er was able to reduce the final pr Because East Village
programs prior to construction in nd the Green Housing

Program, the timeline for the project was extended grea rent trade-offs includiñg
higher construction costs and loan extensions, but led t( ing.

,

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project?

cts of the of a building which is open & welcoming to the
e project ted community has led an interesting new typology
ed by the has engaged ihe community in both-retair and
viding an :ompelling building at a very low cost. Lastly, East Village
project a crice.

)
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE

Name D Title Sales and Marketing

512 731-4204The East

blakeshanley@yahoo.com

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the majg'ials suWtted.The agplicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application and all atgàf/ gtÁrials 9l/to grantgË<' rights and permissions.

1211012010

.l 
. What role did you play in the development of this project?
I h arketing, as the Realtor representing the project for satean role in the community to bring in, promote and supportne current workings of the original community and how tobe le past, present an¡ future of tñe neighborhoód and everype representing, promoting and support¡ng the project and
the community to the rest of the city.

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible.

The project was a v o an historic, culture-rich neighborhood that was essentially left to fend
for itself amidst a ra city that spent decades virtuãlly ignoring it. Through the loñg-term
presence, commitm on to the success of the community as a whole of 

-everyoneìnvolved 
in

the project, we have been able to bring new energy and new people to the neiçjhborhood without creating a line in
the sand between the apprehensive existing neighborhood and the excited newcomers.

There has been an intentional, conscious effort to use the opportunity as a new mixed-use development in the
commun¡ty to bring more business, more bodies and more awareness to the neighborhood. The þroject has
delivered a unique, architecturally interesting, design-conscious project to the mãrket, but with 20"/" ól its residential
units intended as affordable units, and having maintained a generally affordable pricing matrix relative to the market,
has allowed for a truly diverse pool of owners and tenants. The ground floor has Orought five new businesses, four
of which are female or minority-owned, to the community. The project has found a way to integrate smoothly into the
existing community while also to become a functioning new piece to the puzzle and an accepted new memb-er of a
cultural heritage district.

The project's bold design and presence has created abuzz throughout the city, shedding ample new light on the
, community, providing the ability for us to share the publicity and e-xposure witti all of theäthei businesés, evenrs
I and ,people in the neighborhood. We have hosted numerous music and art events at the project, utilizing any

available space as a venue to bring new positive energy and activity to the neighborhood.



OTH ER PERSPECTIVE rcoN'o,

T. 
What trade-offs a ¡ng them?

' While still main n and finisn
elements were
projecr inro rhe f;te.gralion 

ot tne

Because I am the person responsible for the actual selling
discussions around which elements to add, which to alter,
my experience with buyers, other real estate agents and tl
is, or would be, received, trying to carefully consider how i1

important and delicate relationship with the neighborhood i

)

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this proiect?

effectively
a time during
pect is one
favorably in

The most successful aspect has been that we have succeeded in supporting and facilitating the original idea and
intention for the project during q very difficult economic time which, tó me, wãs to build a un-ique, bo]d, modern mixed-
use building in the heart of a richly historicAfrican-American Cultural Heritage District and aciuaily be a positive,
accepted addition to the community, rather than an imposing one that lackeã an understanding for and á respect for
the neighborhood, whjch is so frequently the case with development. The project delivered soînething uniqu'e that
more than one type of person could afford to enjoy.

)





Historic Victory Grill Historic Preservation Site East Village

a"ì.¡(

lconic Moon Tower East 11th. St. Corridor
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